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Method + Accredited Schools Online uses a proprietary mix of cost, quality and student support services to determine overall rankings. The supporting data comes from reputable sources, including the schools themselves. We focus our rankings on accredited and not-for-profit institutions. Our data
analysis team and higher education experts have worked together to create a points system that includes important qualitative and quantitative measures. The data attributes are then weighted based on relevance. The scoring method includes factors such as: Cost &amp; financial aid Number of
programs and program offers Student-teacher ratios Graduation Rates Placement and Support Services offered Academic/Career Counseling Employment Services And many others These factors are aggregated for each school and rated using a peer-based-value (PBV) calculation. PBV compares the



cost of a program with the cost of other programs with the same (or similar) qualitative score and cost. PBV denotes the total value or 'bang for your buck' of a college or grad program. Method + Accredited Schools Online uses a proprietary mix of cost, quality and student support services to determine
overall rankings. The supporting data comes from reputable sources, including the schools themselves. We focus our rankings on accredited and not-for-profit institutions. Our data analysis team and higher education experts have worked together to create a points system that includes important
qualitative and quantitative measures. The data attributes are then weighted based on relevance. The scoring method includes factors such as: Cost &amp; financial aid Number of programs and program offers Student-teacher ratios Graduation Rates Placement and Support Services offered
Academic/Career Counseling Employment Services And many others These factors are aggregated for each school and rated using a peer-based-value (PBV) calculation. PBV compares the cost of a program with the cost of other programs with the same (or similar) qualitative score and cost. PBV
denotes the total value or 'bang for your buck' of a college or grad program. To ensure that Colorado's nurses are highly qualified, the state enforces strict training requirements, including comprehensive hands-on training in addition to classroom courses. The application process for nursing schools can be
competitive, as cohort programmes are generally kept small to ensure that pupils receive the best possible education. To address the nursing shortage, some schools are working with the state to expand enrollment, which would allow colleges to keep up with Colorado's nursing demand. For example, the
Metropolitan State University of Denver has to increase the number of students, it can admit to its accelerated and traditional nursing programs. Other schools are expected to petition Same thing. Use the search tool below to browse and filter nursing programs and find a school that best suits your needs
and career ambitions. Nurses must have an active license to practice, and each state has its own specific requirements for registered nurses, nurse practitioners, nurse anesthesiologists, and nurse midwives. Qualified individuals can receive a nursing license through the Colorado Board of Nursing, which
is tasked with enforcing the rules governing the state's nursing training and professions. Outlined below is a list of eligibility requirements for first-time applicants, renewal information, and how to earn certification as a prior practice nurse in Colorado. Provide documentation for the completion of an
approved nursing program. For graduates of traditional programs, this includes official transcripts sent directly to the Division of Professions and Occupations Office of Licensing. For graduates of non-traditional programs, individuals must complete the Student Permit application process and send the
finished Skills Checklist to the division of professions and professions. Finally, for students educated and educated outside the United States and its territories, submission of CES credentials reviewing Professional Report from the Commission on graduates from foreign nursing schools is required, in
addition to Tests of English as foreign language results. Sign up to take NCLEX with Pearson Vue and pay the exam fee online Create a Healthcare Professions Profile. Applications without a profile will be considered incomplete and a license will not be issued. Proof that you are legally authorized to work
in the U.S. Submitting a valid Social Security number Termination of screening issues related to criminal history or complaints filed against you Nurses in compact states can only hold one compact license and it must be issued by the applicant's primary residence. If an applicant declares that his/her
primary residence is a non-compact state and meets all other Colorado licensure requirements, a single-state license will be issued and apply to practices only in Colorado. NE's with an active license in another state can apply for Colorado licensure by endorsement. Verification and a fee will be required.
Licenses for all Colorado registered nurses expire on September 30 of even- and odd-numbered years depending on the date of the first issue. Persons who have received a valid licence before 2 January 2004 shall be entitled to receive a licence. All RN licences issued after 2 January 2005 shall be
issued in accordance with the following information: Nurses in Colorado are not required to serve training hours for license renewal. However, registered nurses must maintain a health profile through CBN and publish specific information available to the public. Information includes disciplinary action,
criminal convictions, misconduct and surrender of prescriptive rights. A number of advance practice and specialty licenses are available for Colorado 3s. In addition to the requirements for RN licensure, APRNs such as nurse practitioners, nurse anesthesiologists, and nurse midwives must also go through
a few additional steps such as: Submit official transcripts as proof of completing a master's degree or higher for advanced practice role, you plan to work in Verify certification from specialty national board Pay fee required Create a Healthcare Professions Profile at Colorado Department of Regulatory
Agencies For more information on advanced practice licensing and renewal in Colorado , please visit the Colorado Board of Nursing website. According to the National Health Resources and Services Administration, by 2025 there will be 46,100 nurses around the state. However, this will not be enough to
address the health needs of Colorado's population. In fact, the agency expects there will be a deficit of 12,900 in the number of nurses needed to take care of patients. This is a trend that the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics expects to see in states around the country. Nationwide, the agency predicts that
from 2014 to 2024 there will be a 16 percent increase in the number of vacancies for registered nurses. And while the salaries of Colorado nurses are very similar to the national average, they vary slightly depending on the specific geographic location. Top-paying areas for Ns in Colorado Area Hour-
Median Salary Annual Median Salary Boulder $34.69 $72,150 Denver-Aurora-Broomfield $34.20 $71,130 Northcentral Colorado nonmetropolitan area $34.20 33.44 $69,560 Greeley $32.44 $67,470 Grand Junction $31.98 $66,520 Central Colorado nonmetropolitan area $30.56 $63,560 Fort Collins-
Loveland $30.45 $63,330 Pueblo $30.25 $62,910 Colorado Springs $29.93 $62.2 50 West Colorado nonmetropolitic area $29.27 $60,880 Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics , 2014 Colorado vs. National Numbers Salary (25th percentile) annual salary (median) annual salary (75. percentile) Source :
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2014 Employment 2022 business prospects Avg. Annual Openings (2012 - 2022) Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2014 and Projections Central Colorado Nurses Association Colorado Nurses Association is dedicated to supporting members of the professional community
around the state. It advocates all the state's registered nurses and facilitates professional development in an effort to maintain expertise in education, practice and research. Colorado Society of Advance Practice Nurses Colorado Society of Advanced Practice Nurses provides services to nurse
practitioners nurse midwives, clinical nurse specialists and nurse anesthesiologists. The nurses in practice and provide them with resources to enrich their practices. Public Health Nurses Association of Colorado The Public Health Nurses Association of Colorado is an organization for nurses that
specializes in public health in the state. It advocates public policies to improve the health of society and provides training and networking opportunities for nurses in the field of public health. Colorado Student Nurses Association Colorado nursing students can join the Colorado Student Nurses Association
to receive support as they train to enter the field. It helps to improve the personal and professional development of aspiring nurses by introducing them to additional leadership and training opportunities. The Colorado Emergency Nurses Association Colorado Emergency Nurses Association has advocated
on behalf of emergency care nurses, as well as patients receiving emergency care, since 1970. The organization provides volunteering opportunities and advocacy for acute care nurses in the state. Photo: shutterstock.comYou don't need kids to understand that good public schools support the value of
housing in their district. And while higher-quality schools are usually accompanied by higher property taxes, homeowners in such districts ultimately paid back through a higher home sale price. Getting paid back sounds good, but how much are we talking about? New research from Realtor.com shows that
for access to a desirable school district, 9% of buyers say they would pay 11% to 20% over budget. Separately, 17% report they would pay extra to be close enough that their children could go to and from school. Related: 7 Renovation Tips to Boost Resale ValueIn the showdown between facilities for
adults and education for kids, you guessed it: the kids win. Realtor.com that 62% of buyers would pass up a home spa if it meant getting into the right school district. 50% would admit easy access to shopping, while 44% would give up space in the form of a bonus room. If the house you plan to sell is
located in a highly sought after school district, do everything in your power to highlight this fact in all your real estate marketing materials. Many prospective buyers are parents of children currently in the school system, so be sure to get the word out among neighbors and local friends. If you're buying a
home, use a search tool that allows you to filter by school district, because district boundaries don't always conform to city, village, and city lines. After all, you can't assume that your children will be assigned to attend the same school as the kids down the block or even next door.
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